
Sandstone Sitting Bull Nandi
Statue for Home and Temple
Read More
SKU: 01626
Price: ₹37,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Shiv Ji Statues, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues, Other God/Godess Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Garden Stone Statue for Park and Outdoor,
Nandi Bull Statue, Nandi Sculpture for Temple, Nandi
Statue for Puja, Sandstone Stone God Goddesses
Statue Manufacturer, Shiv Bahan Nandi Idol, Stone
Statue for Interior Designing, Stone Statues for Home
Interior Decoration

Product Description

This affordable piece of this sculpture, having a subtle look without a heavy cost can
be a great wildlife addition to any outdoor space. Let the iconic form of Sandstone
sitting Nandi bull statue shine through decades. Material: Sandstone / Red stone
Sculpture Dimension(HWL): 18 x 24 x 12 inch Position: Sitting Height:  1.5 ft (approx.)
Width: 2 ft (approx.)
A brief description of the sculpture:

The statue depicts the holy bull calf "Nandi", the mount of Lord Shiva.
He is generally seen sitting on a plinth in a reclining position, the plinth is known as Nandi
Mandapa. He sits in such a direction that he can gaze at the Shiva Linga in the Garvagriha
of Lord Shiva temple.
He is always adorned with wearing bells, clappers, a double row of the necklace on his
neck, blankets at the back(saddle cloth), and a hump on his back(it depicts that he is a
Brahmin bull), and a dewlap.
A decorative strap can be seen encircling his body. One leg is tucked under his body while
the another is raised.
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Nandi bull and its connection to Lord Mahadev:

The name "Nandi" means "giving delight".
He is the Vahana of Lord Shiva & gatekeeper of Kailasha.
A temple to Shiva always has a sculpture of him where he constantly gazes at his master.
Devotees convey their wish in his ears is believed to be granted as he is closer to his
master.

How and where we can incorporate the statue of the holy bull:

Gardens & park areas are places where people stand sit and pass through, place the
statue off to the site but still in view, where a bunch of vibrant flowers and bushes is lined
up in rows.
Another way to make it an attraction is by placing it under a large tree in the garden,
which makes an illusion of the animal is taking a rest below the shadow of the tree.
You can make use of two on each side beside the entrance or alongside the pathway of
landscape, yard, or garden.
Stick to simplicity, and complement the statue by bringing flowers and plants into the
background, where the viewer's eye will draw automatically to the spot.
A water feature amplifies the decor to double in number, and incorporating the statue in
the large base of the fountain, is a great way to bring wildlife to the garden.
Time spent out in nature are best, you can easily create the feel by incorporating the
statue of a small pond or visible water feature like cascading fountain, self-contained
fountain, etc.
And as all, we know it is used in the shrine of Lod Shiva, if you have a temple in your
compounds, where you can also incorporate the holy sculpture.

 Benefits of the sacred Vahana of Lord Mahadev:

Bulls are often found at the entryway of Lord Shiva temples & shrines.
Keeping the bull in the southwest zone of your office or house will attract loyal customers
and clients to your business. It saves the business from loss and unforeseen.
It is propitious for individuals to get rid of unemployment, and lack of promotion for a long
time, and open a trouble-free path to study abroad.
Keeping it in the west will be favorable, for the dairy business.

Guidance to keep the home garden statue clean & tidy:

When it comes to outdoor statues they generally grow algae, grime, and debris due to
environmental exposure.
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But with simple cleaning and washing, we can preserve its beauty and longevity for
generations.
To clean we need to start by douching the statue with a hose or water bucket, once it gets
fully soaked, the next move is to rinse the statue with a soft bristle duster brush.
Scrub it until all algae and dust gets detached from the stone sculptures. Once the
cleaning is done make sure the statue is expunged.
Now give a final shower /bathe with fresh water to the stone sculptures and let them dry
with a towel or you can leave them for air dry.
Clean it on a routine basis twice or thrice a year, and preserve the beauty it as new as
before

Unique Maa Tarini Devi Statue
Murti in Sandstone for Home
and Temple
Read More
SKU: 01625
Price: ₹20,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Other God/Godess Statues, Hindu Statues
, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Indian Goddess Stone Statue Manufacturer,
Sandstone Stone God Goddesses Statue Manufacturer,
Sandstone Stone Statue and Sculpture Manufacturer,
Sandstone Stone Statue For Home and Garden, Temple
Stone Statue Manufacturer

Product Description
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Sandstone Standing Trinath
Tridev Statue for Home and
Temple
Read More
SKU: 01623
Price: ₹50,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Vishnu Statues, Hindu Statues, Other
God/Godess Statues, Shiv Ji Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Sandstone Stone Statue and Sculpture
Manufacturer, Sandstone Stone Statue For Home and
Garden, Trideb Stone Idol for Garden, Tridev Sculpture,
Trinath Stone Statue for Home and Outdoor, Trinath
Stone Statue Manufacturer

Product Description

Want to make a lasting impression with your display of art, then your guest will not
be able to stop talking about this masterpiece of standing Tridev statue. The artistic
collection of CRAFTS ODISHA embraces the attention from miles away maintaining a
low profile form. Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension(HWL): 36 x 20 x 10 inch
Position: Standing Height: 3 ft Espies of the exclusive stone sculptures:

The above statues feature the Tridev of the Hindu triumvirate Bramha, Vishnu, and
Mahesh. Standing over a lotus plinth, beneath which bull Nandi is seen behind.
They are identifiable with their artistic representation:

1. Bramha is an ascetic old man Holding a Hindu menu script and a water pot.
2. Vishnu is well adorned with jewels always seen with Gada, and Padma.
3. Maheswar in an ascetic form is seen with his Jatamukuta, trident, and a Drum.

The craftsman has done the job so delicately by giving every detail wisely that the artistic
expression can be seen thoroughly in the graven image.

The Tridev:
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The trinity of gods namely Bramha, Vishnu, and Mahesh incarnated in one Avatar known as
Tridev or Trimurti.
Tridev is responsible for the creation, maintenance, and destruction of everything that
takes place in the universe as per the Hindu religion.
Tridev possesses the unique symbol of the three gods, water pot and menu script of Lord
Bramha, mace and lotus of Lord Vishnu, and Trident of Lord Mahesh.
The world is consists of earth, heaven, and the nether world, and the Trinath is the Lord of
these three worlds.

Transform your outdoor space with the enthralling Tridev statue:

The northeast corner is always an auspicious zone to emplace sacred statues.
This Tridev statue can be used in temples for Puja.
 The lush green grass, flowers alongside the statue would double the decor of the space.
You can emplace it between two trees, joining their branches with one another above the
statue also be an inevitable idea for decoration.
This bewitching statue can be used in garden decoration, fountain decoration, swimming
pool decoration, landscaping design, interior designing, outdoor or home decoration.

Some easy-breezy tips to maintain the stone sculptures:

The eco-friendly, indestructible, and weather-resistance quality of Pinkstone are the best
choices for both interior and exterior decoration.
1-Wipe your statue thoroughly with a cloth or 2- Bathe the statue with clean water, this will
blow the dirt and dust away from the surface.
The routine cleaning of your sculpt typically extends its lifespan.
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Sandstone Decorative Bowl
Planters Bird Bath Pot for
Garden
Read More
SKU: 01620
Price: ₹16,800.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Bird Bath / Decorative Pot, Garden
Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Other God/Godess Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Decorative Stone Bowl Manufacturer, Sandstone
Garden Sculpture for Home Decor, Stone Bird Bath for
Garden, Stone Bird Bath Sculpture

Product Description

Sandstone Kacchap Turtle
Garden Animal Statue
Read More
SKU: 01619
Price: ₹10,080.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Garden
Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Decorative Outdoor Statues, Sandstone Garden
Sculpture for Home Decor, Sandstone Garden Statues
Manufacturer, Sandstone Stone Animal Statue for
Garden

Product Description
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Sandstone Village Lady Holding
Matkas Pitchers Standing Statue
for Garden
Read More
SKU: 01617
Price: ₹45,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Beautiful Apsara Stone Statue, Sandstone
Apsara Statue Manufacturer, Stone Apsara Sculpture
for Home, village lady statue, Village Woman Stone
Statue

Product Description

Sandstone Tulsi Devi Maa Giving
Blessing Statue for Garden and
Temple
Read More
SKU: 01616
Price: ₹32,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Other God/Godess Statues, Garden
Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Stone Tulsi Pot for Garden, Tulsi Chaura, Tulsi
Chaura for Home, Tulsi Gamla, Tulsi Planter, Tulsi Pot,
Tulsi Stand

Product Description
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Beautiful Lady Dancing Pink
Sandstone Statue for Home and
Garden Decor
Read More
SKU: 01612
Price: ₹728,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues,
Modern Sculptures, Other God/Godess Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Bansi Paharpur Pink Sandstone Statue
Manufacturer, Big Pink Sandstone Statue Sculpture
Manufacturer, Dancing Lady Stone Statue for Outdoor,
Pink Sandstone Dancing Lady Statue for Home and
Garden

Product Description

Pink Sandstone Woman
Standing with her Pet Dog
Garden Sculpture
Read More
SKU: 01611
Price: ₹728,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues,
Modern Sculptures, Other God/Godess Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Bansi Paharpur Pink Sandstone Statue
Manufacturer, Pink Sandstone Lady Girl Statue for
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Outdoor Garden

Product Description

Girl Standing holding a Bird
Outdoor Garden Statue made
from Pink Sandstone
Read More
SKU: 01610
Price: ₹571,200.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues,
Modern Sculptures, Other God/Godess Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Bansi Paharpur Pink Sandstone Statue
Manufacturer, Big Pink Sandstone Statue Sculpture
Manufacturer, Pink Sandstone Lady Girl Statue for
Outdoor Garden, Pink Sandstone Statue Sculpture
Manufacturer

Product Description
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Pink Sandstone Standing Lady
Statue for Outdoor Garden
Decoration
Read More
SKU: 01609
Price: ₹571,200.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues,
Modern Sculptures, Other God/Godess Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Big Pink Sandstone Statue Sculpture
Manufacturer, Big Size Stone Statue for Outdoor
Garden, Modern Stone Sculpture, Pink Sandstone
Standing Lady Woman Statue, Standing Lady Statue,
Stone Model Statue Manufacturer

Product Description

Pink Sandstone Modern Statue
Standing Man holding Book
Outdoor Sculpture
Read More
SKU: 01608
Price: ₹571,200.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues,
Modern Sculptures, Other God/Godess Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Bansi Paharpur Pink Sandstone Statue
Manufacturer, Bansipaharpur Pink Stone Statue
Manufacturer, Pink Sandstone Statue Sculpture
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Manufacturer, Standing Man Stone Statue

Product Description

Pink Sandstone Greek Woman
Dancing holding Champagne
Glass Statue
Read More
SKU: 01607
Price: ₹728,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues,
Modern Sculptures, Other God/Godess Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Bansipaharpur Pink Stone Statue Manufacturer,
Dancing Lady Statue, Dancing Lady Stone Statue for
Outdoor, Pink Sandstone Dancing Lady Statue for
Home and Garden, Pink Sandstone Statue Sculpture
Manufacturer

Product Description
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Pink Sandstone Man Resting
with a baby around Modern
Garden Statue
Read More
SKU: 01606
Price: ₹1,019,200.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues,
Modern Sculptures, Other God/Godess Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Sitting Stone Model Statue for Home and
Garden, Stone Model Statue Manufacturer

Product Description

Pink Sandstone Lady Thinking in
Sitting Position Modern Statue
for Outdoor
Read More
SKU: 01605
Price: ₹739,200.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues,
Modern Sculptures, Other God/Godess Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Pink Sandstone Apsara Statue for Home and
Garden, Sand Stone Lady Statue Manufacturer,
Sandstone Apsara Statue Manufacturer, Stone Lady
Statue for Home Decor

Product Description
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Pink Sandstone Modern
Sculpture Mother Bathing her
Children for Home Decor
Read More
SKU: 01604
Price: ₹862,400.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues,
Modern Sculptures, Other God/Godess Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Modern Stone Statue Manufacturer, Stone Lady
Statue for Home Decor, Village Woman Stone Statue

Product Description

Pink Sandstone Vandevi
Standing with Tree Animal and
Baby Statue for Outdoor
Read More
SKU: 01603
Price: ₹820,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Sculptures, Apsara Sculpture
Khajuraho | Angel Statue, Hindu Statues, Other
God/Godess Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Bandevi Stone Statue Manufacturer, Beautiful
Apsara Stone Statue, Pink Sandstone Apsara Statue for
Home and Garden, Sand Stone Lady Statue
Manufacturer, Sandstone Apsara Statue Manufacturer,
Stone Lady Statue for Home Decor
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Product Description

Pink Sandstone Staue A Lady
Holding Matkas Outdoor Garden
Statue
Read More
SKU: 01602
Price: ₹728,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Sculptures, Apsara Sculpture
Khajuraho | Angel Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Pink Sandstone Statue Sculpture Manufacturer,
Sand Stone Lady Statue Manufacturer, Stone Apsara
Sculpture for Home, Stone Lady Statue for Home Decor
, village lady statue, Village Woman Stone Statue

Product Description

Looks expensive but not so expensive, the Lady holding a Matkas outdoor stone
statue (6 feet) can spin your world to retro era. Bring it to your space and make it
hard for your guest to ignore. Material: Pink Sandstone Position: Standing Dimension:
72 x 36 x 18 inch Height: 6 feet The captivating statue of  the Apsara:

The above captivating statue of the lady is standing on a flowery pedestal holding a Matka,
a peacock behind.
Wearing a lovely smile with a humble stance, delicately carved on the sculpture.
She has adorned with cloth and precious ornaments carved on her body by intensifying the
charm.  with all the feminine perfection
A world without women is not possible, and the statue above is adorned with all the
feminine perfection.
The statue is a fanciable creation of the skillful craftsman of Odisha, Which is globally
famous for its stone carving.
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Placement ideas of the outdoor stone statue: 

You can use it in your interior design of hotel, restaurant, palace.
Placing it on each side of the entrance of your home, restaurant, marriage hall, the hotel
will be
The lush green space of your garden, park, landscaping is proved to be the best location to
décor the magnificent sculpture.
You can place the outdoor stone statue beside the artificial water body, fountain, and
swimming pool also a feast to the eye.

Cleaning instruction for the outdoor pink sandstone statue: 

The delightful statue is made of Pink Sandstone, the most durable material for exterior
decoration.
The chief advantage of Pink Sandstone is that is non-porous and weather resistant.
Clean it with water otherwise, you can also dust it by using a piece of cloth and a broom.
Cleaning should be done every alternate day so that dirt will not make accumulate over
the surface of the outdoor stone statue.

Pink Sand Stone Lady Statue
Holding Matkas for Garden and
Park
Read More
SKU: 01601
Price: ₹728,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Pink Sandstone Statue Sculpture Manufacturer,
Sand Stone Lady Statue Manufacturer, Stone Apsara
Sculpture for Home, Stone Lady Statue for Home Decor
, village lady statue, Village Woman Stone Statue
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Product Description

Make a bold and sophisticated appeal with Pink Sandstone Lady statue holding
Matkas (6 feet) in your garden and park. Capture the eyes with its authentic details
and embrace any environment. Material: Pink Sandstone Dimension(HWL): 72 x 36 x 18 
inch Height: 6 feet Position: Standing An enchanting idol:

This beautiful sculpture is standing in a curvaceous posture on a flowery plinth holding two
earthen pots.
Your eyes will be glued to the mesmerizing expression and its intricate detailing of the
ornamentation made by the artisans into the sculpt.
A beautiful peacock is seen standing behind her, amplifying the sculpture's charm easy on
the eye.

Suggestion to place the delightful decorative stone statue :

A fanciable option to use in the interior and exterior décor theme of home, office,
restaurant, marriage hall, and garden.
Knock out the look by placing it under the lamp of the park, garden, landscaping, in the
center of the fountain, and swimming pool, or any artificial water body.
Give your entrance a drop-dead gorgeous look by placing it on each side of your home,
restaurant, park, or garden.

Tips to follow while cleaning the statue:

The irresistible sculpture is made from pink sandstone, proved to be best for outdoor
ornamentation.
This pink sandstone is weatherproof, low maintenance, and shatter-proof material.
For cleaning, you can bathe the statue with running water, else wipe it down with a piece
of cloth or broom.
The cleaning should be followed every alternate day, so that dust wouldn't accumulate on
the surface of the decorative stone sculpture.
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Pink Sandstone Lady Bather
Sculpture for Gallery and
Garden
Read More
SKU: 01600
Price: ₹716,800.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Sculptures, Apsara Sculpture
Khajuraho | Angel Statue, Hindu Statues, Modern
Sculptures, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Pink Sandstone Statue Sculpture Manufacturer,
Sand Stone Lady Statue Manufacturer, Stone Lady
Statue for Home Decor, village lady statue

Product Description

The elegant carved pink sandstone lady bather statue of 6 feet is both modern and budget-
friendly. If you are looking for a modern or vintage outdoor style, then this is a great option to
satisfy your soul and eye. Material: Bansi Paharpur Pink Sandstone Dimension(HWL): 72 x 30
x 15 inch Height: 6 ft Position: Standing The majestic lady bather garden statue:

This divine angel statue is standing on a flower engraved pedestal for better stability.
The angel is seen in the bathing posture in a glossy white finish.
This modern and artistic creation is made by the skilled artisans of Odisha.

The artistic elegance with grace:

Angels are existed according to the Bible. They represent purity and solemnity.
In catholic tradition, God has created nine angels they represent principality, powers,
virtues, domination, thrones, cherubim, and seraphim.
They serve as a reminder that God has sent someone to guard you against the bad
elements of the world.
The sculpture has a tranquil appearance that encourages relaxation and patience.

Few suggestions to place the beautiful angel figurine:
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Add more calmness to your favorite garden, park, and landscaping by placing the
gorgeous garden statue.
It will amplify the embellishment by placing it near your fountain, swimming pool, and
outdoor design.
You can make use of it in any interior design of home, restaurant, gallery, and palace.

Tips to care for the home garden angel statue:

The beautiful statue is made of Pink sand stone.
Pink sandstone is a weather-resistant and non-porous material.
You can dust it with a piece of cloth or broom.
Make sure to clean the home garden statue every alternate day to keep the dust away
from the surface.

Sandstone Lady Holding Fruits
and Flowers in Both Hand
Statue for Home
Read More
SKU: 01599
Price: ₹65,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Sand Stone Lady Statue Manufacturer,
Sandstone Apsara Statue Manufacturer, Stone Lady
Statue for Home Decor, village lady statue

Product Description

The Lady holding fruits and flowers in both hands statue of 4 ft is a great option to add to your
garden and porch, like a piece of art made especially for you. A wonderful choice from CRAFTS
ODISHA that is sure to meld with any interior or exterior theme. Material: Sandstone /
Redstone Dimension(HWL): 48 x 24 x 12 inch Height: 4 ft (approx.) Position: Standing An
inevitably sweet outdoor stone statue:
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The statue above is standing on a crafted pedestal, holding buckets of sweets and flowers
in both hands.
The craftsman has carved all the adornment finely on the sculpture-like her bangles,
plaited hair bun, anklets, etc. beautifully.
With a humble smile and adequate expression, the statue is amplifying its beauty.
The wonderful sculpture is made by the brilliant artisans of Odisha, where stone carving is
a chief handicraft among others and is famed globally for its intricate chiseling.

Ideas of where and how to place the pretty outdoor stone statue:

An eyeful option to be used in your interior designing of the home, hotel, restaurant
palace.
It will gain you many compliments if you use it at the entrance of your home, restaurant,
and marriage hall, etc.
Add the beauty in your favorite garden area, backyard, park, landscaping design to stir
your soul.
Give an enchanting view around the artificial water body, fountain, and swimming pool by
placing it beside.

Tips to care of the  outdoor sandstone statue:

The weathered statue is made of Sandstone, the most durable material for exterior
decoration.
The chief advantage of Sandstone is that it is weatherproof.
For cleaning, you can make use of a piece of cloth or broom.
Dusting should be done every other day so that dirt will not make accumulate over the
surface of the outdoor stone sculpture.
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Beautiful Sandstone Nartaki
Apsara Lady Doing Sringar
Statue for Outdoor
Read More
SKU: 01598
Price: ₹60,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Dancing Lady Statue, Sand Stone Lady Statue
Manufacturer, Sandstone Apsara holding Mirror Statue,
Sandstone Apsara Statue Manufacturer, Stone Lady
Statue for Home Decor

Product Description

Love all things unique than CRAFTS ODISHA is a brand you can trust and a sculpture you love.
The Nartaki Apsara lady doing Shringar 4 ft statue is a charmful option that is overflow with
beauty and elegance to stand out any décor. Material: Sandstone / Red stone
Dimension(HWL): 48 x 24 x 12 inch Height: 4 ft (approx.) Position: Standing An
irresistible and dreamy piece of the outdoor stone statue:

Every lady of the earth or heaven has a desire to prettify themselves.
The above statue also signifies the luscious characteristics of a feminine, who is
embellishing herself.
Standing over a lotus carved plinth the Apsara is seen looking at herself in a mirror.
The craftsman has given intricate detailing of every small ornamentation on the sculpture
from the plaited hair bun to her anklets. Each carving upon the statue had done
excellently.
 The slight curviness, the striking beauty, and mesmerizing expression of the statue's
charisma are lo and behold.

Apsara: the paragon of seductress:

Apsara is semi-divine beings,  well famous for their smashing beauty.
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They are said to emerge from the churning of the milk ocean.
They are known to be lovers and wives of Gandharvas, living in the palace of Lord Indra.
Serving as entertainers in the court of Lord Indra.
Apsaras are excel in dancing and singing skill.

Few tips to install the appealing Nartaki Apsara statue:

Impress the eye of your guest right from the entrance of your restaurant, marriage hall, or
palace.
Give your park, garden, landscaping a fairyland look with the enchanting look of the
outdoor stone statue.
Placing it beneath a pole of park light, double or triple lamp post, in your home will
enhance the mystique beauty of the sculpture.
An artificial water body, the fountain would also be a considerable placement option for the
alluring outdoor stone statue.
An ideal piece to garnish in the interior or exterior design.

The outdoor stone statue maintenance guide:

The magnificent statue is made of Sandstone.
Sandstone is a durable material, it is also weather resistant.
Sandstone doesn't require much maintenance.
So to keep the dust away from the surface, dust it with a piece of cloth contrarily you can
clean the statue with water also.
The cleansing can be done periodically every second day.
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Sandstone Tri Dev Standing
Brahma Vishnu Maheswar
Statue for Home
Read More
SKU: 01596
Price: ₹30,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hindu Statues, Other God/Godess Statues
, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Sand Stone Trimurti Statue for Home,
Sandstone Sculpture Manufacturer, Sandstone Trimurti
Statue Manufacturer, Trideb Stone Idol for Garden,
Tridev Sculpture

Product Description

Sandstone Tri Dev Brahma
Vishnu Maheswar Sitting Statue
for Home Puja
Read More
SKU: 01595
Price: ₹42,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Vishnu Statues, Hindu Statues, Other
God/Godess Statues, Shiv Ji Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Sand Stone Sculpture Manufacturer, Sand Stone
Statue Manufacturer, Sand Stone Trimurti Statue for
Home, Sandstone Trimurti Statue Manufacturer, Trideb
Stone Idol for Garden, Tridev Sculpture
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Product Description

The expressive detailing and distressed finish of the sitting statue exude tasteful
elegance capturing inner peace. The Sandstone Tridev statue is built as an
exceptional work of art at a budget-friendly price.
Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension(HWL): 12 x 8 x 4 inch Height: 1 ft (approx.)
Position: Sitting Weight: 40 kg
Descry of the  stone sculptures:

The above statues are of the Hindu trinity; Bramha, Bishnu, and Maheswar sitting on a
lotus pedestal.
They are identifiable with their artistic representation:

1. Bramha is an old man with four hands facing in each direction. Holding Hindu menu script,
a scepter, and a goblet.

2. Bishnu is well adorned with jewels always seen with Sankha, Chakra, Gada, and the
Padma.

3. Maheswar is always in an ascetic form seen with his Jatamukuta, trident, Drum,
Kamandula, and serpent Vasuki around his neck. one thing in common as all gestures in
Vitarka mudra with their lower left hand.

These shapes are made by the skillful artist of Odisha. By using tools wisely they have
made the graven image efficacious.

Decoding the Hindu trinity:

Bramha the Creator, Vishnu the preserver, Mahesh the destroyer. These trinities
represent the cyclical nature of our existence from birth, preservation, destruction to
regeneration.
Despite the countless many Hindu Gods and Goddesses, these three gods of the
triumvirate hold a place of immense importance in Hinduism.
The four faces of Lord Bramha represent the four Vedas.
Their wives are very popular with numerous temples. The wives of Bramha, Vishnu &
Mahesh are Saraswati, Laxmi & Parvati.

Some suggestions to place the triumvirate:

The northeast corner is always a desirable zone to emplace sacred statues.
This Trimurti can be used in temples for Puja.
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The outdoor ambiance of any shrine, institution, will also be recommended to place the
triumvirate.
 Gallery, the hallway of a hotel, palace home also are suitable places.

Ways you can make your stone sculptures last longer:

The Sandstones are eco-friendly, indestructible, and have good resistance to the weather.
Brush off dust with a cloth or you can clean with running water, to keep away the statues
from the dirt and debris.
Clean the stone sculptures regularly, is the best way to keep the sculptures durable.
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